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Message from the Principal
On Tuesday 10 April, the College commemorated Anzac Day
with over 1600 students, along with 180 staff and special
guests, in a respectful and moving assembly. The Anzac
address was given by Brigadier Phillip White AM RFD who
acknowledged the sacrifices made by the ANZACs for our
country and the mateship displayed by our diverse men and
women in the armed services. Our Ashdale SC Vocal Ensemble
performed a beautiful rendition of 'Thank You, Soldiers’.
Wreaths were laid by Dr Anne Aly MP, Ms Margaret Quirk MLA,
Mayor Tracey Roberts, Ashdale SC Staff, Student Leaders and
Ashdale Cluster Primary School students. This service was a
fitting end to a busy term, it gave us all a reason to pause and
remind ourselves of the sacrifices many have made in serving
our country in order to make Australia such a wonderful place
to be today.

Term 1 has seen a busy start to 2018 with many of our students
becoming involved in extracurricular activities and learning
experiences beyond the classroom. The latter part of this term
has seen our Year 7 cohort attend the THRIVE Excursion which
gave some important messages about transition to high school,
resilience and friendship. Our Year 8 students have been extra
busy with guest speaker, Jonathan Beninca from Right Track
delivering a talk on decisions and consequences that we make
in our everyday lives and the importance to think things through
in order to be safe. Year 8 student Kayla Pellegrini shed her
locks as part of her fundraising for the Leukaemia Foundation’s
World’s Greatest Shave. It was a fantastic effort by Kayla to
raise in excess of $4000 and also see the support that so many
College students showed in not only attending but donating
to such a worthy cause. Our Year 10 students have been
busy some completing OLNA, attending the Outdoor Education
Rottnest Excursion and a small group registered for the
Antipodeans tour later this year. Our Year 11 students have
taken part in the RAC B Street Smart presentations and
hopefully have all taken away the important messages around
road safety and decisions they make as the upcoming drivers

of the future. Finally, our Year 12 students have been involved
in many camps, activities and excursions related to their final
year of education here at Ashdale Secondary College. Many of
our staff have volunteered their time to run after school tuition
for ATAR courses on offer and camps such as the Earth and
Environmental Sciences and Outdoor Education.

The highlight for many Year 12 students would have been the
ball, which was held at Joondalup Resort on Friday 23 March.
As this was the first Ashdale Secondary College Ball that I
have had the pleasure of attending, it was fabulous to see our
wonderful students dressed up at this very formal event. It was
equally wonderful to see how many of them took the time to
speak to staff who had volunteered to attend to assist with the
supervision, but also to see how grown up many of the students
they had taught from Year 8, had become. Events such as the
Year 12 Ball don’t just happen, they take a mammoth amount
of planning to organise the evening for the 272 students and
partners who attended. I would especially like to thank Ms
Stacey Middleton, Ms Nikki Pullella and Mr Ben Retamal for
the hours that they put into organising the event to ensure
it was a success. By now students have access to not only
the professional photography available from the night but also
the photos taken by Ms Alex Myer and her wonderful media
team who spent the night taking many shots including the large
numbers on the dance floor of both staff and students.

On Friday 6 April another important event on the College
calendar took place and this was the whole school Athletics
Carnival. The planning and preparation into this event takes
many hours and is a reflection of the professionalism of the
Ashdale SC Health and Physical Education (HPE) Department.
Students had fun taking part in wet and dry events as well as
team games. Scoring the all-important points for their house.
Competitive track events also took place which is the decision
maker for student attendance at Interschool Athletics in Term
Four of this year. It was also fantastic to see the HPE staff take
out the staff versus students’ relay for another year in a row.
Congratulations goes to Curie, the winning house for the 2018
Athletics Carnival and also to the students who attended the
day.
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I hope you all have a safe and relaxing break over the holidays
and I look forward to seeing everyone in Term 2, 2018.

Mrs Bottcher
Principal

2018 Student Leaders
Every year we are very fortunate to have some amazing
students nominate and ultimately win positions as Student
Leaders representing each year group and 2018 is no
exception. With Term One almost complete these
ambassadors of Ashdale SC have already spent many hours
attending meetings, conducting meet and greets, assisting in
assemblies and completing other leadership roles. We wish
them a successful 2018 supporting all school activities.

Year 12

Jacqueline L (Head Girl)
Lachlan A (Head Boy)
Syed Y
Sarah K
William J
Aleisha B

Year 11

Niamh M
Libby B
Callum S
Marija J
Syed H
Lily N

Year 10

Divyesh V
Dhiya G
Kush D
Raz A

Year 9

Rynhardt V
Alyssa Y
Vi N

Year 8

Nattellie D
Alexander P

Year 7

Domenic P
Alexia I

Anzac Assembly
Tuesday 10 April, over 1600 students, along with 180 staff and
special guests, commemorated ANZAC Day in a solemn and
moving assembly. The Anzac address was given by Brigadier
Phillip White AM RFD who acknowledged the sacrifices made
by the ANZACs for our country and the mateship displayed
by our diverse men and women in the armed services.
Accompanied by Piper, Doug Gillespie, 51 ACU Drums and
Pipes and Bugler, Seaman Joshua Abbot, it was a profound
and fitting tribute to the men and women who have served our
country with honour.

Ashdale SC Vocal Ensemble performed a beautiful rendition
of 'Thank You, Soldiers' during the wreath laying by Doug
Gillespie, Dr Anne Aly MP, Margaret Quirk MLA, Mayor Tracey
Roberts, Brigadier Phillip White and Carol Strauss, Foundation
Principal Ashdale SC along with our Principal, Student
Councilors and Cluster primary students.

Our students conducted themselves superbly throughout the
service and were an honour to the College. Lest We Forget.

Year 12 Ball
On the evening of Friday 23rd March, Year 12 students
attended Joondalup Country Club Resort to engage in formal
celebrations, as a means of acknowledging their significant
achievements over the course of their time at Ashdale SC.
As they arrived in their stunning ball dresses and suits, the
stylish Year 12s and their partners made their way through the
resort enjoying mocktails and professional photography before
entering the astonishing ‘Starry Night / Beauty and the Beast’
themed ballroom.

Ms Pullella and Mr Retamal encouraged us to make the most
of the night, enjoy the atmosphere and take as many pictures
as possible to savour the many memories we all made. As the
three-course meal was served throughout the night, students
and teachers had plenty of fun hitting the dancefloor with music
from the DJ, as well as the ‘blow-up’ photo booth, which was
extremely popular throughout the entirety of the night.

Huge congratulations are in order for Stephanie and Fillip, our
Belle and Beau, Hristijan and Shayelah, Best Dressed Male and
Female, as well as Maddie and David, who both busted some
amazing moves out on the dance floor! We would once again
like to extend a huge thank you to our Year Coordinators and
Ms Middleton for their tireless work and sacrifice in preparing
the amazing night. Also, the work of our Ball Committee who
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represented the cohort’s interests, 3P Photography for taking
the ball photos, as well as Joondalup Country Club Resort who
hosted this fantastic event which we will never forget!

William & Aleisha
Year 12 Cohort

Global Goals Forum
In 2015, the United Nations announced 17 Global Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs), aimed at improving standards of
living around the world and reducing the negative impact of
human activities on the environment. On the 27th March 2018,
Murdoch University hosted 85 students from 12 schools across
the state, including six Humanities students from ASC. This
day was the Global Goals Youth Forum. This forum required
our students to collaborate with other schools in the pursuit
of developing innovative solutions to achieve positive global
change. ASC students tackled three SDGs; Number 6: clean
water & sanitation, Number 10: Reduced inequality and
Number 4: Quality education. The day involved expert guest
speakers from around the world, interactive presentations and
several team building exercises. The students represented the
College fantastically and showed real positivity and leadership
in tackling the problems of the future.

Students who participated: A.Yates, V.Nguyen, C.Fahnbulleh,
P.Howman, P.Patel and C.Vu.

Organised and funded by the HaSS Department.

Mr Whitt
HOLA – Humanities and Social Sciences

HASS Update
There have been several excursion opportunities for HASS
students during Term 1. Year 12 Geography trip to Alocoa in
Pinjarra to see the rehabilitation of the land following mining
activities.

A class of Year 10 students were fortunate to attend the
Harmony Week Great Debate where they watched university
students conduct a fascinating debate entitled ‘Diversity is a
threat to the Australian way of life’. The teams tackled the
challenging topic in a thoughtful and well-reasoned way. It
certainly gave our students an insight into bringing different
perspectives and viewpoints into discussions.

Our Mock Law teams had a fantastic first experience at the
Supreme Court. We came up against a team from Hale and
another from Carey Baptist College. Most of our students were
participating for the first time and had very little preparation
time. Under the guidance of Miss Ashley Wright and Miss Tara
Hill the students worked very hard to learn the case material
and be prepared for the trials. Both teams were outstanding in
their cases and we had a successful outcome in both trials.

The students should be very proud of their efforts.

Mr Chris Witt
HOLA – Humanities and Social Sciences

Athletics Carnival 2018
The 2018 Ashdale Athletics Carnival was one of the closest
contests in history. Last year’s champion house Curie held off
some very strong competition from Newton to win back to back
championships by just 22 points.

29 degrees without a cloud in the sky or a breath of wind,
created very tough conditions for both staff and students.
Despite these challenging conditions, the effort, attitude and
application was outstanding throughout the day and all four
factions were pushing for success. There was a fantastic vibe
and energy from all factions, with lots of colour, face paint and
pride for their faction.

The races on the track were intense and competitive whilst the
senior school high jump final was set at an incredible 1.75m.
The Javelin Vortex won by Newton, however Curie’s
dominance in the Team Games proved crucial, as they won the
event with 110 more points than Newton.

Many students took the opportunity to cool off in the dunk tank
where Mr Popp and Mr Esperon were not missing the target, or
the opportunity, to sink the students into the plunge pool.

Unfortunately, the bragging rights for 2018 belong to the year
12 students as they were victorious in the traditional staff vs
student relay. The Physical Education team were missing a key
team member (Mr Canham) due to injury. However, Mr Retamal
finished strong to ensure the Physical Education team finished
2nd and more importantly, ahead of the science department.

The individual Champion Boy and Champion Girl results will be
announced in the year assemblies later this week.

Overall, it was a fantastic day and the Physical Education
department would like to thank everybody for their efforts and
commitment. We couldn’t have done it without you all.

Sean Canham
Health & Physical Education Teacher
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Bstreetsmart Excursion
Ashdale year 11 students attended the
Bstreetsmart event on the 5th of April 2018.
The students gained valuable information
regarding the impact of poor decision
making involving young drivers. During the sessions students
were focused on a motor vehicle crash scenario, which includes
the lead up to a car crash involving three young people and a
motorcyclist. The scenario shows the interaction of the rescue
services at a crash scene and the potential consequences of
being involved in a crash, and includes an insight into the
patient’s journey through the hospital from the emergency
department to rehabilitation.

Following the crash scenario, a guest speaker tells his story of
losing his legs in a car accident, the loss of his friends and the
impact this had on his family and immediate others. Emergency
Services, Police, Paramedics and Surgeons also tell real life
stories and the impact this has on them.

Mr Peter Austin
Year 11 Coordinator

Senior School Visual Arts Excursion
On Monday the 19th of March 2018 the Year 11 and 12
ATAR and Year 12 General Visual Arts students attended the
2018 Sculptures by the Sea exhibition at Cottesloe Beach and
the 2017 Year 12 Perspectives exhibition at the Art Gallery
of Western Australia. The Sculptures by the Sea exhibition is
a not for profit organisation offering major free-to-the-public
outdoor exhibitions that aim to promote local and international
artists and their sculptural works. Students were able to gain
inspiration for their upcoming Visual Arts projects. It was a lovely
morning in the fresh air admiring the beautiful artworks in all
their beauty.

Year 12 Perspectives is an annual exhibition that showcases
the best, brightest and most talented graduating high school
artists from Western Australia. The ATAR Visual Arts students
were able to gain a greater insight into the high calibre of
student work and how to use it as inspiration and motivation
with their own art pieces. They were also given a guided tour
of the Sally Morgan exhibition – a well-known and respected
Western Australian artist. The General Visual Arts students

attended this exhibition to gain a greater exposure to artworks
in a gallery context and to gain inspiration for their body of work.

Mr Iqbal and myself would like to thank the Senior School Visual
Arts students for a wonderful day out.

Mrs Tarryne Hutchison and Mr Mo Iqbal

WISE Women in STEM Showcase
Excursion

On Wednesday 28th March the Year 8 ICT Specialist Program
and STEM female students were invited to attend a day at
Murdoch University about women in STEM careers. An exciting
day was planned for us including snapshots of women who
have had ‘curvy careers’. These women have not followed the
traditional career path into one career, but who have journeyed
through multiple careers and side hustles of entrepreneurship
following their passions and STEM skills to get where they
are now. Science communication guru Heather Catchpole
introduced us to these amazing women. We also participated
in a hands-on workshop at the Anatomy Museum with our
students asking many questions about anatomy and forensics.
The day ended with a Q and A Panel session with more
inspirational women scientists and engineers. The overall
message of the day was to encourage more young women
to adopt STEM skills (creative and critical thinking,
problem-solving, collaboration and communication) and pursue
a career in STEM that fits in with their passion knowing that they
might end up with multiple career paths in the future.

Alexandra Myer, Secondary STEM Coordinator

STEM Super Class!
Our STEM Super Class has started again for 2018! Our Year
7,8,9 STEM students got to select a passion project from an
even larger range of options These included a social impact
project for Brightwater aged care facilities, RoboCup, Young
ICT Explorers, The STEM Video Game Challenge, Green Batch
plastic recycling project and a STEM communication video
project. We look forward to showcasing our progress later in
Term 2. Watch this space!

Alexandra Myer, Secondary STEM Coordinator
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TRY A TRADE
Four Ashdale Secondary College Year 10 students attended a
“Try A Trade” event held at the College of Electrical Training
(CET) in Joondalup on the Thursday prior to Easter. The
students were shown around the facilities at electrical industries
leading training provider. CET provide practical and theoretical
assessment services for verification of competency in all areas
of electrical and telecommunications and are industry leaders in
their field

The students were able to experience hands on practical
demonstrations of mock electrical systems and wiring for both
domestic and commercial installations, as well as
telecommunications. They were able to experience the high
level Maths and English involved in the becoming a qualified
tradesman. Whilst on site they rubbed shoulders with current
1st to 4th year apprenticeships and Ex tradesmen who have
left the industry and returned to the lecture in the classroom
to “give back” to the industry by training the next wave of
Electricians. The student also received information about the
Certificate courses and requirements to become successful in
the electrical industry

Try a Trade events are an invaluable resource in helping
students decide possible career pathways, and usually open
to year 9`s and 10`s, information will come out shortly during
school assemblies about the next event at North Metro TAFE
Campus in Term 2 this year.

Mr Steve Hooper
Work Place Learning Coordinator

Student Achievements
We are very proud of the numerous achievements our students
make outside of the school grounds, in their areas of interest.

Some of the latest achievements are:

We Will Rock You!

Paris Sparks, Year 11 was cast in the “We Will Rock You”
theatre production which opened at His Majesty’s Theatre on
23 March. The role Paris plays performs in every show, where
as other school aged cast members only perform in every
second show. Paris has been very busy attending rehearsals for
the last 3 months learning all of the songs and dances for her
role.

Produced and directed by Trevor Patient, with musical direction
by Frank La Cava, this is the first pro/am production of We
Will Rock You staged in WA. The production is supporting
HeartKids in memory of performer Ruby Malcolm, who passed
away in September 2016. It aims to raise awareness and raise
funds for HeartKids, a national charity supporting children,
teens and adults affected by congenital disease.

The number of performers involved in We Will Rock You is
staggering. The gorgeously quirky Bohemians number 30. Then
there are about 40 dancers, and 58 singers in The Rhapsody
Community Rock Choir. There’s a seven-piece band in the
orchestra pit.

In the program notes, Elton said he was “delighted that We Will
Rock You was brought back to his home state in a production
committed to encouraging an empowering local theatre talent
alongside the professionals”.

Marisa Hobbs
Teacher in Charge - Music

Futsal Tournament and National Squad

Several of our male and female year 8 and 9 soccer players
recently competed in the Futsal (indoor soccer) tournament at
Kingsway. Our girls won! As a result, some of our players were
invited to trial for the WA Futsal squad, which took place last
weekend. All six were successful and now have the opportunity
to represent WA at a National competition in Brisbane in
September. We wish the players all the best.

John Carbone
Health and Physical Education

WA National Youth Women’s U15 Baseball
Champions

Charlotte Yates, one of our Year 7 students, represented
Western Australia in the National Youth Women’s U15 Baseball
Championships in Geelong, Victoria over the Easter long
weekend. She was the only 11 year old selected for the team.
Congratulations Charlotte!
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Grill’d Whitford City - ASC Soccer
Academy

Just a friendly reminder that for the entire month of April,
Ashdale Secondary College Soccer Academy Singapore Tour
is on a Local Matters jar at Grill’d Whitford City.

Local Matters is the Grill’d community donation program that
sees each Grill’d restaurant donate $500 back into the
community every month. The donation is split between 3 local
community groups $300 / $100 / $100.

HOW YOU CAN HELP?

We’d love your support in receiving the highest $300 donation!
Simply head to Grill’d Whitford City during April for a burger
and pop your Local Matters token in our jar. The group with
the most tokens at the end of the month receives the largest
donation.

It’s a simple (and delicious) way to show your support!

You’ll find us on a jar at Grill’d Whitford City, Shop 319 Westfield
Whitford City Corner Marmion & Whitfords Ave Whitfords Ave
Hillarys.

Sleep – tips for teenagers
Teenagers need about 9 -10 hours of sleep a night. Lack
of regular sleep is likely to affect academic and sporting
performance, and behaviour. The risk of emotional problems,
such as depression, may also increase in teenagers who
regularly do not get enough sleep. Even getting an extra 30
minutes of sleep each night will make a difference.

The typical teenage brain wants to go to bed late and sleep
late the following morning, which is usually hard to manage.
You may be able to adjust your body clock but it takes time.
Suggestions include:

For more information visit the link below.

http://www.betterhealth.vic.gov.au/

Overdue Voluntary Contributions &
Compulsory Charges

Voluntary Contributions & Compulsory Charges:

Thank you to families that have paid or are making regular
payment toward students’ contribution and charges.
Unfortunately, these payments are significantly less, at nearly
13% reduction in payments than at the same time in 2017.

It is essential that we collect school voluntary contributions
and compulsory charges from all families to ensure all students
receive an enriched and varied school curriculum.

These charges are a legitimate cost for the supply of texts,
reference materials and other learning resources that would
otherwise have to be purchased by you.

We offer a variety of methods of payment and accept some
budgets can be tight, so therefore offer suitable payment plans
so payment can be made over the year.

The following methods of payment are offered:

Direct Deposit

Direct Deposits can be made to the College bank account. It
is VITAL that the student name and VCC is included as the
reference.

A/C Name: Ashdale Secondary College
BSB: 066-040
Account No: 19901762

In Person

Cheque, Cash, EFTPOS and Credit Card payments are all
accepted at the College main administration during office
hours.

Telephone

Credit Card payments can be made by telephone during office
hours.

• Choose a relaxing bedtime routine; for example, have
a bath and a hot milky drink before bed.

• Avoid loud music, homework, computer games or
any other activity that gets your mind racing for about
an hour before bedtime.

• Keep your room dark at night. The brain’s
sleep–wake cycle is largely set by light received
through the eyes. Try to avoid watching television
right before bed. In the morning, expose your eyes to
lots of light to help wake up your brain.

• Do the same bedtime routine every night for at least
four weeks to make your brain associate this routine
with going to sleep.

• Start your bedtime routine a little earlier than usual
(for example, 10 minutes) after four weeks. Do this for
one week.

• Add an extra 10 minutes every week until you have
reached your desired bedtime.

• Avoid staying up late on the weekends. Late nights
will undo your hard work.

• Remember that even 30 minutes of extra sleep each
night on a regular basis makes a big difference.
However, it may take about six weeks of getting extra
sleep before you feel the benefits.
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Please contact the office on 9302 7100 should you require
further information.

Jo Pecnik
Manager Corporate Services
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